
The Flu

The West is Masonic-Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism using Literary Terms

Abracadabra,  Acrostic,  Barbarism  and  Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting,  stuttering  and  pictographical

representation of accusatory and evasive manipulation and duality.  Chandeliers  with  fans was the past  exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got air con technology it’s more about the rich

and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the dictionary for a future world

population. The flu is easily transmitted from close contact with someone who has the flu and often through public

transport air conditioning and easily spread through aeroplane travel and governments are now shutting down public

transports. Create air con filtering. Many people contract flu infections every year. People already ill and/or infected

and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flu needing newer trialed vaccines

which are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo! Regulate food. Food pyramid. Many people contract flu

infections every year.  People  already ill  and/or infected and/or  elderly  are  at  most  risk.  The flu  develops into

derivatives or strands of flus needing newer trialed vaccines that are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo!

Regulate food. Food pyramid. Grammatically, which without a preceding comma is historical whereas which with a

preceding  comma  is  psychological;  for  example,  coronavirus  is  wreaking  havoc  which  is  unprecedented  and

coronavirus is causing death, which is loss; clause or pause according to discipline or style. The New Testament of

Jesus Christ Book of Luke and Acts author details some Acts relevant to all Christians from bridging the Gospels

more than food being simply utilitarian to the spirit of the Epistles believing Jesus is the Christ ending in Rome so

two minute pause is a farce. Limited personnel capacity really means most staff are scared to work and Australia

acting quickly is a cop out for not acting quick enough to fight recent, fatal bushfires because the efforts worldwide

on many fronts is relative to Australia being an insular, developed country. Emergency leave was Compassionate

leave and Compassionate leave becoming Emergency leave is just another example of the government’s secular

reductionism relinquishing recognition of census faith majorities and neither upholding Victims Rights Courtesy nor

compassion but respect. The world has come to a grinding halt. Coronavirus is only the flu. Many people have been

dying from the flu every year. Surprisingly, all of a sudden western governments have much money at their disposal

and socialist  communities  values and communist  food limits  are commonplace.  Correctness is a  Literary Term

which is five in antiquity and twenty in modernity; five wise virgins, five foolish virgins; Levirate marriage; do not

let your left hand know what your right hand is doing; Alice. Alcohol sales are up twenty percent to be correct, all

over THE FLU! The Early Modern English tradition includes Courtesy Book which is a Current Literary Term in

Modern English. Common courtesy is just not common these days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take note

as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice becomes Communities and Justice. Ambivalence, Audience, Classical,

Content, Context and Culture are Latin Literary Terms. Anticlimax, Axiom, Character, Chorus, Climax and Crisis

are  Greek  Literary  Terms.  Industrial  Revolutions.  Great  Depression.  World  Wars.  Automation  Industries.

Atmosphere.  Troposphere.  Tropopause.  Stratosphere.  Space  Force.  The  world’s  gone  mad.  Mad  cow disease.

Chicken. The flu. Troppo! HACCP. Industry Hygiene Standard Values Export to Countries of Troppo Climates for

Disease and Regulatory Issues. Mannatech. Cigarettes. Carbon monoxide. Antioxidants. Carbon dioxide. Sepher.

Observing the law. Saphar. Counting the law. Hebrew. Judaism. English. Freemasonry. Abracadabra. Materialism.

Reductionism. Cryptology. Secularism. Humanism. It’s not a perfect world. Motive. Meaning. Absolute. Nominative

Absolute. Axiom. Enlightenment. Aufklärung. Jesus!


